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 ● EM (emerging market) corporate credit has outperformed sovereign credit in recent 
years as the fundamentals of the two asset classes have diverged. 

 ● Corporate fundamentals have proven resilient, while sovereign debt levels have increased 
as governments have had to shoulder health care and economic stimulus expenditures. 

 ● Globally, corporate fundamentals could be at a turning point: Rising costs are putting 
pressure on profit margins even as end-market demand slows. EM corporate balance 
sheets are nevertheless in a strong position to withstand these headwinds. 

 ● “The market turbulence experienced year to date with EM corporates coming off tight 
spread levels relative to sovereigns and developed-market [DM] corporate credit has 
created pockets of value for investors, and we see attractive opportunities in the asset 
class,” said Micah James, a senior EM corporate credit analyst based in the United States.

 ● Vanguard’s active credit funds seek out opportunities in EM corporates, supported by a 
dedicated EM corporate research team that works closely with the sovereign research 
team and portfolio managers. This “one-team” approach seeks to separate alpha from 
beta to ensure we are in the best risk-adjusted position in the opportunity set.
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Understanding the EM corporate asset class 
EM corporates have grown to a $1.3 trillion asset class. As the chart below shows, 
they are now on par in terms of assets with the EM sovereign credit asset class. There 
are 810 issuers in the JP Morgan Corporate Emerging Markets Bond Index (CEMBI) 
Broad Diversified, up from 332 a decade ago. The number of countries represented 
has risen to 60 from 35 over the same period. This growth has created new and 
broader opportunities for EM fixed income investors. 

Outstanding EM corporate debt has surged, now roughly equaling that of EM 
sovereign debt
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1 Duration and credit ratings are based on the CEMBI Broad for corporates and EMBI Global for sovereigns. Ratings are from Fitch.

Notes: Notional hard currency debt for sovereigns is based on the JP Morgan Emerging Markets Bond Index (EMBI) Global 
and notional hard currency debt for corporates is based on the Corporate Emerging Markets Bond Index (CEMBI) Broad. 
Data are end-of-year figures for 2001 through 2021.
Sources: Vanguard, based on data from JP Morgan.

Several characteristics differentiate EM corporates from the sovereign credit asset 
class. They include a lower sensitivity to changes in global interest rates—the duration 
of the EM corporate index is 4.5 years versus 6.8 years for the sovereign index. 
Corporates also have a higher credit quality, on average, with a BBB rating for the 
EM corporate index versus BBB– for the sovereign index.1 

“This differential would likely be larger if it weren’t for corporate ratings being 
constrained by sovereign rating ceilings,” said Magash Chetty, a senior EM corporate 
credit analyst in London who focuses on Asian and African corporates. 

EM-based exporters that generate a large portion of revenues from outside their 
home country are often defensive. That is particularly true for those that generate 
revenues in hard currencies such as the U.S. dollar but pay expenses in local 
currencies. “Brazil, South Africa, and Indonesia,” Chetty said, “have a number of 
world-class exporters with conservative balance sheets which would likely have much 
higher ratings if they were located in a DM country. And periods of local currency 
depreciation can be a tailwind to margins for these companies even though they 
typically weigh on sovereign credit metrics.”
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EM corporates can offer more targeted commodity exposure because commodity-
producing sectors make up 18% of the EM corporate benchmark. These sectors can 
benefit from cyclical trends driven by global growth patterns and from secular trends 
based on constrained supply and changing demand patterns for physical commodities. 

One important characteristic of EM corporates is that their trading liquidity is lower 
than that of sovereigns. Sovereign issuers typically have well-developed bond yield 
curves with large issues at varying maturity points. They might have six or seven bond 
issues outstanding, at an average size of $1.5 billion. That’s less typical in the 
corporate space. The average corporate issuer has two or three bond issues 
outstanding, at an average size of approximately $600 million. 

“As the asset class has matured, liquidity has improved. Nonetheless, investors should 
be compensated for this reduced liquidity compared to sovereigns,” James said.2

Where fundamentals stand
EM corporate fundamentals have proven remarkably resilient through the recent 
turbulent times. Indeed, EM corporate leverage, as measured by net debt to earnings 
before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) in the chart below, is 
at its lowest level in over a decade. Likewise, interest coverage is ample, supported by 
low financing costs on existing debt stocks and strong earnings. 

EM corporates’ net leverage is at its lowest in more than a decade 
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2 Our assessment regarding liquidity is based on Vanguard calculations, using the CEMBI Broad Diversified.

Note: Year-end data are from 2012 through the end of 2021.
Sources: Vanguard, based on data from JP Morgan.

Credit ratings have seen downward pressure at the index level. Most of this has been 
driven by ratings actions involving sovereigns and event-driven downgrades among 
Russian and Ukrainian issuers and Chinese property companies. Latin American issuers 
have seen net ratings upgrades recently, despite negative actions at the sovereign level. 

Defaults have risen recently but remain below long-term levels. As with ratings 
downgrades, the rise in defaults was driven by Chinese property companies as well as 
by Ukrainian and Russian corporates. 
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“There are reasons to believe default levels away from these two areas will remain 
below historical levels,” said Johnny Will, a credit analyst based in London. “And 
liquidity measures such as interest coverage and cash-to-short-term debt are at 
healthy levels, thanks in part to support from low financing costs on existing debt 
[see chart below] and strong earnings. It’s also worth noting that the average 
maturity of bonded debt in the benchmark is high compared to historical levels.” 

EM corporate interest coverage is at healthy levels
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Note: Year-end data are from 2012 through the end of 2021.
Sources: Vanguard, based on data from JP Morgan. 

Putting it together and investing in the asset class
EM corporates can offer attractive alpha levers for fixed income investors. Vanguard’s 
active taxable funds regularly hold positions in corporates; the size of those positions 
depends on numerous factors, including valuations and fundamental trends. 

Vanguard has a team of dedicated EM corporate analysts who focus on bottom-up 
fundamentals while working closely with sovereign analysts and portfolio managers 
to get the country calls right. “Through this one-team approach, we seek to be in the 
best risk-adjusted trades while calibrating fundamentals with market dynamics like 
valuations, liquidity, and technicals,” James said.

“When investing in EM corporates, we look for credit spreads that are wide compared 
with sovereign-equivalent bonds,” Will said. “In most cases, sovereign risk is the 
foundational risk for a corporate for a number of reasons, including regulatory risk, 
taxation, and access to foreign currency.” 

Exceptions can be made, though, for corporates with strong export earnings and/or 
assets that are located in developed markets but that trade inside their sovereign-
equivalent credit spreads. For such corporates, we may be buyers if they are trading 
on the wide end of historical ranges. EM corporate spreads entered the year at rich 
levels but have adjusted in the turbulent markets and now appear relatively 
attractive, especially for investment-grade issues. 
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We also triangulate EM corporate valuations to DM sector and credit-rating-
equivalent peers. DM investors often look to own EM corporates for their yield pickup 
during strong markets, which can squeeze valuations and put the bonds at risk for a 
technical sell-off in a period of outflows from fixed income assets. Technicals have 
partially corrected in the recent market volatility, but we think the trend could have 
further to go as DM funds continue to manage outflows. 

“Valuations have adjusted in recent months, albeit off expensive levels,” said Mauro 
Favini, a senior EM portfolio manager. “We are getting more positive on the asset 
class as a result and see value in adding high-quality names operating in defensive 
sectors. In terms of countries, we see opportunities in select credits in Chile, India, 
and Indonesia, and from countries in the Gulf Cooperation Council region. Some of 
them have repriced to the wide end versus both their sovereign and DM counterparts, 
a condition we believe is required to achieve high Sharpe ratios in the asset class.” 

“Brazil is another country where corporate valuations are becoming more attractive, 
but with an upcoming election and an uncertain policy outlook, we think there will be 
better entry points,” James said. “While Chile is also facing political risks related to the 
drafting of a new constitution, we think valuations compensate for this uncertainty and 
we see attractive opportunities in high-quality and defensive names in that market.” 

The widening of Chilean corporate spread is illustrated in this chart:

Widening spreads have made Chilean corporate bonds more attractive
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Notes: Chilean corporate bond yields are based on data from the Chile sub-index of the CEMBI Broad Diversified. Chilean sovereign 
bond yields are based on data from the Chile sub-index of the EMBI Global Diversified. The spread over U.S. BBB is calculated based 
on data from the BBB-rated 10-year sub-index of the JP Morgan’s US Liquid Index. Trailing five-year daily data are from July 17, 2017, 
through July 15, 2022.
Sources: Vanguard, based on data from Bloomberg and JP Morgan.
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* Includes funds advised by Wellington Management Company LLP.
Note: Data are as of June 30, 2022.
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For more information about Vanguard funds and ETFs, visit vanguard.com or call 800-662-2739 to 
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